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Iowa Skilled Workforce Shortage Tuition Grant
Trends in education and employment outcomes of grant recipients

RESEARCH BRIEF

The Iowa Skilled Workforce Shortage Tuition Grant (SWST), also referred to as the Kibbie Grant after former Iowa Senate President 

Jack Kibbie, provides need-based financial assistance to Iowa residents enrolled in high-demand career education (career-

technical) and career option programs at Iowa community colleges. For this brief, we examine trends in fund disbursements, 

graduation and transfer rates, and employment or continued education outcomes after credential completion for SWST recipients. 

Distribution of Funds

To be eligible for an SWST grant, community college students need to be enrolled for at least three credit hours in one of the 94 

qualified1 programs of study, file the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), and have an Expected Family Contribution 

lower than $6,000.2  The actual grant amount a student can receive depends on the student’s financial need, enrollment intensity, 

and the total amount of available funding – which is currently $5 million. For a student attending an Iowa community college 

full-time, the maximum award can be expected to cover half of the average tuition and mandatory fees. 

Figure 1 displays the number of recipients and average grant award over a four year period. The average award amount was 

roughly $1,017 at SWST’s inception during the 2013-14 academic year and grew to an average of $1,128 for 2016-17. The 

significant growth in average award amount in academic year (AY) 2016-17 is attributed to the decrease in the number of 

recipients. However, that decrease also coincides with a decline in the number of FAFSA submissions in Iowa and decreasing 

enrollment at Iowa’s community colleges, driven in part by decreasing unemployment rates.3   

1 Each qualified program of study can have different completion requirements and may start and end in different academic years. For example, some programs 
of study could be completed in less than a year. However, students may receive funding for up to two years of study.

2 Grant eligibility requirements can be accessed at https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/KibbieGrant.

3 See Iowa College Aid’s 2018 Condition of Higher Education in Iowa report for trends in FAFSA filing. Available at https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/sites/default/
files/Condition_of_Higher_Education_in_Iowa_2018.pdf.

https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/KibbieGrant
https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/sites/default/files/Condition_of_Higher_Education_in_Iowa_2018.pdf
https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/sites/default/files/Condition_of_Higher_Education_in_Iowa_2018.pdf
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Figure 1. Enrollment and Fund Distribution—Average Grant per Recipient by Year
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Graduation and Transfer Rates

Figure 2 examines the share of first-time, full-time AY 2015-16 SWST recipients who graduated or transferred within 3 years of 

college entry relative to the first-time, full-time community college student population.  The transfer rate of grant recipients was 

lower; however the graduation rate was higher than that of the overall student population. A third measure, success rate, is also 

included in Figure 2, which measures whether a student graduated, transferred, or a combination of the two within three years 

of entry. The success rate is roughly 8 percentage points higher for SWST recipients.

Figure 2. Student Success (AY 2015-16 Cohort)
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According to Iowa College Aid, of the 94 eligible programs of study identified for the 2017-18 year, there were 12 eligible 

programs in which no SWST recipients were enrolled. The program of study with the highest number of SWST recipients is 

Nursing (Practical, Nursing-Associate Degree), where roughly 1,200 students received 24.5 percent of the expenditures. The next 

top four programs with the largest number of recipients were Automotive Mechanic Technology (228 recipients /5.8 percent of 

funding), Childcare Provider/Assistance (195 recipients/3.4 percent of funding), Welding Technology (154 recipients/2.8 percent 

of funding), and Diesel Equipment Technology programs (131 recipients/3.4 percent of funding) . 

4 More information about the number of recipients and expenditures by programs of study for 2018 can accessed at https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/sites/
default/files/Kibbie_Grant_Report_2018.pdf.

Employment and Education Outcomes

In order to examine employment and continued education outcomes, we used a sample of community college students who 

earned a community college credential during the 2015-16 academic year. The sample was limited to SWST recipients and 

students who did not receive a SWST grant but were enrolled in one of the 94 SWST-eligible programs of study.  Our sample 

consisted of 2,139 SWST recipients and 13,684 non-recipients.

To determine if students continued their education after receipt of a community college credential, student records were submitted 

to the National Student Clearinghouse (NSC).  The NSC contains postsecondary enrollment data for all sectors and identified 

if a student transferred from one community college to another, continued education at the institution from which the credential 

was earned, or transferred to a four-year institution. 

For those students who did not continue their education, records were sent to Iowa Workforce Development in order to perform 

a match to the Iowa Unemployment Insurance (UI) database, which contains quarterly wage data for individuals employed at 

Iowa businesses. Those who were not found in Iowa UI data were matched to the Wage Record Interchange System (WRIS), 

the system used to obtain data from other state UI records. For the purposes of this brief, we examined individuals’ employment 

and wages one year after receiving their credential from an Iowa community college. 

Based on the match to UI and WRIS data systems, of those who did not continue their education, 90.5 percent of the non-

recipients became employed within the year following completion, earning a median annual wage of $29,874 while those who 

had received SWST grant assistance were employed at a higher rate (96.3 percent) and earned a higher median annual wage 

($36,034). 

  

Figure 3 displays the employment rate and wages for the 7 programs of study with the highest number of SWST recipients. 

Nearly all (98.8 percent) students who completed the registered nurse program and did not continue their education were 

observed as being employed and had a median annual wage of $49,916. All (100 percent) of those in the welding technology 

program became employed within the first year and earned a median annual wage of $29,869. Overall, Figure 3 demonstrates 

that SWST recipients are typically employed at a high rate (over 90 percent for students in the largest programs).    

https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/sites/default/files/Kibbie_Grant_Report_2018.pdf
https://www.iowacollegeaid.gov/sites/default/files/Kibbie_Grant_Report_2018.pdf
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Figure 3. Enrollment Rates and Median Wages by Program
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Of those who were matched to employment records, a higher percentage of SWST recipients stayed in Iowa following completion 

of their program; 91.1 percent of SWST recipients stayed in state versus 82.2 percent of those who did not receive SWST (Figure 

4). Additionally, the cohort that received assistance through SWST earned higher wages both in and out of state.

Figure 4. In- and Out-of-State Employment and Wages
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Career Cluster to Industry Employment

We further examined the extent to which SWST graduates entered the workforce in an industry that aligned with their 

postsecondary credential. To do this, we created a Circos plot, which graphically illustrates the flow of SWST graduates’ program 

of study to the industry sector they were employed. 

One limitation to the data is that they are collected by industry, not by occupation, and therefore cannot be used to determine if 

students gained employment in the occupations for which they trained. The difference between industry and occupation is an 

important distinction to consider when interpreting this plot. For example, a health science graduate may be a pharmaceutical 

technician employed by a pharmacy at a large retail store. While doing work related to the health care field, the employee is 

reported as employed in the retail trade sector.

Figure 5 displays the Circos plot for the 2015-16 graduating cohort. The colored bars on the left side of the circle represent 

graduates’ programs of study, grouped into 17 “career clusters.” The gray bars on the right side represent the 20 industry 

sectors in which the graduates became employed. The width of the bars on both sides illustrate the size of the overall number 

of graduates in each cluster and those employed within each sector. 

As previously mentioned, the highest numbers of SWST recipients were in programs of study related to health science, such 

as nursing. As Figure 5 demonstrates, the vast majority of completers in health science were employed in the health care and 

social assistance industries. However, students also became employed in other industries that contain health care occupations 

in smaller quantities, such as educational services and finance.

Another career cluster with a large flow to a specific industry occurred in manufacturing. Almost half of completers in the 

manufacturing career cluster were employed in the manufacturing industry, and approximately 16 percent in the same career 

cluster were employed in construction.

Information Technology is one career cluster that does not have a consistent pattern to a particular industry. Rather, information 

technology spans to multiple industries, reflecting the versatility of that career cluster and how technology is utilized in the 

workforce across different industries. 
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Figure 5.  Career Cluster to Industry of Employment

Conclusion

Iowa has a growing demand for a skilled workforce across a variety of industries. 

Meeting this demand requires individuals to have at least a sub-baccalaureate 

degree. However, for some individuals, tuition prices can be a significant barrier in 

their ability to attend college. SWST provides financial assistance to Iowans who 

are the financially neediest and assists them in enrolling in high-demand career 

education programs. The findings from this brief suggest that SWST is making a 

difference in increasing Iowa’s stock of an educated workforce. Not only are former 

SWST recipients more likely to reside in the state of Iowa after graduation, they are 

experiencing high employment rates (above 90 percent) and are working in industries 

that closely align with SWST qualified programs of study.   
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